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NONFICTION BOOKS

027.4794 Orl Orlean, Susan, The library book, 2018

155.4124 Hea Healy, Maureen, The emotionally healthy child: helping children calm, center, and make smarter choices, 2018

305.8 Edd Eddo-Lodge, Reni, Why I’m no longer talking to white people about race, 2017


320.51 Car Carlson, Tucker, Ship of fools: how a selfish ruling class is bringing America to the brink of revolution, 2018

320.54 Sas Saslow, Eli, Rising out of hatred: the awakening of a former white nationalist, 2018

344.73023 Mat Matthews, J. L., Social Security, Medicare & government pensions: get the most out of your retirement & medical benefits, Nolo, 2019

362.196 Gna Gnaulati, Enrico, Saving talk therapy: how health insurers, big pharma, and slanted science are ruining good mental health care, 2018


362.293 Mac Macy, Beth, Dopesick: dealers, doctors, and the drug company that addicted America, 2018

363.28 Cob Coburn, Noah, Under contract: the invisible workers of America’s global war, 2018

364.152 Sch Schildkraut, Jaclyn, Mass shootings in America: understanding the debates, causes, and responses, 2018

365.973 Bau Bauer, Shane, American prison: a reporter’s undercover journey into the business of punishment, 2018
371.90973 SIE Siegel, Lawrence M., The complete IEP guide: how to advocate for your special ed child, Nolo, 2017

500 HAW Hawking, Stephen, et al., Brief answers to the big questions, 2018

610.73 END Endsley, Kezia, Health and fitness professionals: a practical career guide, 2019

610 SHA Shapiro, Nina L.; Loberg, Kristin, Hype: a doctor's guide to medical myths, exaggerated claims and bad advice - how to tell what's real and what's not, 2018

613.714 DOU Douglas, Bill.; Douglas, Angela Wong. The complete idiot's guide to T'ai Chi and QiGong : illustrated, 2012

613.7 DAV Davis, Ronald H.; Cohen, Kenneth, Davis, Pam, Qigong through the seasons: how to stay healthy all year with Qigong, meditation, diet and herbs, 2015

615.7883 POL Pollan, Michael, How to change your mind: what the new science of psychedelics teaches us about consciousness, dying, addiction, depression, and transcendence, 2018

616044 ORN Ornish, Dean.; Ornish, Anne, Undo it! : how simple lifestyle changes can reverse most chronic diseases, 2019

616.85 PET Petry, Nancy M., Pause and reset: a parent's guide to preventing and overcoming problems with gaming, 2019

616.98 CAL Caldwell, John A., Caldwell, J. Lynn, Fatigue in aviation: a guide to staying awake at the stick, 2016

616 FUNK Funk, Kristi, Breasts: the owner's manual: every woman's guide to reducing cancer risk, making treatment choices, and optimizing outcomes, 2018

617.6 GIV Givens, Edward, Benchait, Sompop, Perfecting your smile: your comprehensive guide to oral health care, 2018

617 LAA Laar, Arnold van de, Brown, Andy Under the knife: a history of surgery in 28 remarkable operations, 2018

641.56222 SAT Satler, Aurora, Childress, Allison, The ultimate new mom's cookbook: a complete food and nutrition resource for expectant mothers, babies and toddlers, 2018

641.5 AME America's Test Kitchen (Firm), The complete diabetes cookbook: the healthy way to eat the foods you love, 2018

641.5 GAI Gaines, Fabiola, Weaver, Roniece, New soul food for people with diabetes, American Diabetes Association, 2019

649.123 BRO Brown, Ari, Fields, Denise, Toddler 411: clear answers & smart advice for your toddler, 2017
658.4 CONN  Conn, Charles,  Bulletproof problem solving, 2018

940.5318 O'REILLY  O'Reilly, Bill, Dugard, Martin,  Killing the SS :the hunt for the worst war criminals in history, 2018

941.084 CHURCHILL  Roberts, Andrew,  Churchill :walking with destiny, 2018

973.41092 MEL  Meltzer, Brad, Mensch, Josh,  The first conspiracy :the secret plot to kill George Washington, 2019

973.932092 Obama, Michelle,  Becoming , 2018

973.933092 WOO  Woodward, Bob,  Fear :Trump in the White House, 2018

974.9044 CHRISTIE  Christie, Chris; Henican, Ellis,  Let me finish : Trump, the Kushners, Bannon, New Jersey, and the power of in-your-face politics, 2019

REFERENCE SECTION

REF 031.02 WOR  Janssen, Sarah,  The world almanac and book of facts, 2019


REF 371.9 KRA 2019  Kravets, Marybeth, Wax, Imy F.,; Princeton Review (Firm)  The K&W guide to colleges for students with learning differences, 2019

REF 912 OXFORD  Philip's (Firm), Lye, Keith, Tirion, Wil,  Oxford atlas of the world, 2018

FICTION BOOKS

F ALBOM  Albom, Mitch;, Albom, Mitch,  The next person you meet in Heaven, 2018

F BALDACCI  Baldacci, David,  Long road to Mercy, 2018

F BALDACCI  Baldacci, David,  The fallen, 2018

F BENEDICT  Benedict, Marie,  The only woman in the room, 2019

F BURKE  Burke, James Lee,  The New Iberia blues, 2019

F CHILD  Child, Lee,  Past tense :a Jack Reacher novel, 2018

F CONNELLY  Connelly, Michael,  Dark sacred night, 2018
F EVANOVI CH  Evanovich, Janet,  Look alive twenty-five : a Stephanie Plum novel,  2018
F FIELDING  Fielding, Joy,  All the wrong places : a novel,  2019
F FINDE R  Finder, Joseph,  Judgment : a novel,  2019
F FRENCH  French, Tana,  The witch,  2018
F GALBRAI TH  Galbraith, Robert,  Lethal white,  2018
F GRISHAM  Grisham, John,  The reckoning,  2018
F HENDRICKS  Hendricks, Greer  An anonymous girl,  2019
F KINGSO LVER  Kingsolver, Barbara,  Unsheltered : a novel,  2018
F KINSELLA  Kinsella, Sophie,  I owe you one : a novel,  2019
F LESCroArt  Lescroart, John T.,  The rule of law : a novel,  2019
F MARTIN  Martin, George R. R., Wheatley, Doug,  Fire & blood,  2018
F MORIAR T  Moriarty, Liane,  Nine perfect strangers,  2018
F MORRIS  Morris, Heather,  Tattooist of Auschwitz,  2018
F OWENS  Owens, Delia,  Where the crawdads,  2018
F PATTERSON  Patterson, James, Fox, Candice,  Liar Liar,  2019
F PICOU L T  Picoult, Jodi,  A spark of light : a novel,  2018
F PRESTON  Preston, Douglas J., Child, Lincoln,  Verses for the dead,  2018
F ROBB  Robb, J. D.,  Connections in death,  2019
F ROBERTS  Roberts, Nora,  Of blood and bone,  2018
F ROLLINS  Rollins, James,  Crucible : a thriller,  2019
F SANDFORD  Sandford, John,  Holy ghost,  2018
F SLIMANI  Slimani, Leïla,  The perfect nanny : a novel,  2018
F SPARKS  Sparks, Nicholas,  Every breath,  2018
F STEEL  Steel, Danielle,  Silent night : a novel,  2019
F STEEL  Steel, Danielle,  Turning point :a novel,  2019

AUDIOBOOKS

CD 501 HAWKING  Hawking, Stephen  Brief answers to the big questions,  2018
CD 940.53 O'REILLY criminals in history,  O'Reilly, Bill, Dugard, Martin,  Killing the SS :the hunt for the worst war 2018
CD 973.932092 OBAMA  Obama, Michelle,  Becoming,  2018
CD F ATWOOD  Atwood, Margaret,  The handmaid's tale,  2014
CD F GRISHAM  Grisham, John, Beck, Michael,  The reckoning : a novel, 2018
CD F HEMINGWAY  Hemingway, Ernest,  The Ernest Hemingway audio collection
CD F HENDRICKS  Hendricks, Greer,  An anonymous girl : a novel, 2018
CD F PICOULT  Picault, Jodi,  A spark of light :a novel,  2018

DVDs

DVD AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR (MARVEL)  Marvel Studios, Buena Vista Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD BEAUTIFULLY BROKEN  GVN Releasing, 2018
DVD BLACKKLANSMAN  Lee, Spike,  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD BLINDSPOTTING  Summit Pictures :Lionsgate,  2018
DVD BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY  Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD CHARLOTTE WEB (2018)  Paramount Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD CHRISTOPHER ROBIN  Disney, Buena Vista Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD DEADPOOL 2  Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD DEATH OF SUPERMAN  Warner Home Video,  2018
DVD DONT WORRY HE WON'T GET FAR  Lionsgate,  2018
DVD FAHRENHEIT 11/9  Midwestern Films,  2018
DVD FANTASTIC BEASTS THE CRIMES OF GRINDELWALD  Warner Bros. Home Entertainment,  2019
DVD GOD KNOWS WHERE I AM  Wider Film Projects, MVD Visual (Firm),  2018
DVD GOTTI  Vertical Entertainment,  2018
DVD GREEN BOOK  Universal Studios : Storyteller Distribution Co. LLC,  2019
DVD HALLOWEEN  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2019
DVD HARRY POTTER: DEATHLY HALLOWS PART 1 & 2  Warner Bros. Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD HATE U GIVE  Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,  2019
DVD HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 1 & 2: DRAC PACK  Sony Pictures Home Entertainment,  2017
DVD HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 3 SUMMER VACATION  Sony Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD HOUSE WITH A CLOCK IN ITS WALLS  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD IDEAL HOME  Brainstorm Media,  2018
DVD INCREDIBLES 2  Buena Vista Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD JURASSIC WORLD FALLEN KINGDOM  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD LEAVE NO TRACE  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD LIFE OF THE PARTY  Warner Bros. Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD LITTLE WOMAN  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD MAMA MIA HERE WE GO AGAIN  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD MARIE CURIE: COURAGE OF KNOWLEDGE  Big World Pictures,  2018
DVD MID 90s  Lions Gate Entertainment,  2019
DVD MISEDUCATION OF CAMERON POST  FilmRise,  2018
DVD MISSION IMPOSSIBLE : FALLOUT  Paramount Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD NINETEEN EIGHTY FIVE (1985)  Cranium Entertainment (Firm,  2018
DVD OCEAN'S 8  Warner Bros. Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD PEPPERMINT  Universal Pictures Home Entertainment,  2018
DVD PICK OF THE LITTER       IFC Films, 2018
POPE FRANCIS A MAN OF HIS WORD       Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD RAPE OF RECY TAYLOR       Augusta Films, 2018
DVD RIDER       Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD SGT STUBBY: AMERICAN HERO       Paramount Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD SICARIO: DAY OF THE SOLDADO       Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD SIMPLE FAVOR       Lions Gate Entertainment, 2018
DVD SKYSCRAPER       Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD SMALLFOOT       Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD SOLO: STAR WARS STORY       Lucasfilm, Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD SORRY TO BOTHER YOU       Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD SPY WHO DUMPED ME       Lions Gate Entertainment, 2018
DVD STAR IS BORN       Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, 2019
DVD TAG       Warner Bros. Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD TEA WITH THE DAMES       IFC Films, 2019
DVD THREE IDENTICAL STRANGERS       Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD TRANSFORMER       Documentary Channel (Television network), Gravitas Ventures, 2018
DVD TWELFTH MAN (12TH)       Shout/Scream Factory, 2018
DVD UNBROKEN: PATH TO REDEMPTION       Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD UNCLE DREW       Summit Entertainment, 2018
DVD UNITED WE FAN       Passion River, 2018
DVD WHITE BOY RICK       Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
DVD WHITNEY       Lionsgate, 2018
DVD WIFE       Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, 2019

...
DVD WON'T YOU BE MY NEIGHBOR [Mr. Rogers Neighborhood TV show, Fred Rogers' biography] Universal Pictures Home Entertainment, 2018
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